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Competing with Ikea isn’t straight-
forward but Bohus remains
Norway’s largest furniture retailer
offering customers everything from
sofas to textiles and carpets from
60 stores throughout the country.
The company describes itself as a
‘complex retailer’, unlike a grocer this
means products are large and when
requested in store they often need to
be purchased from a third party
supplier with a longer lead time,
more complex payment process and
significant customization.

This uniqueness made the firm’s
choice of POS architecture critical.
More than 90% of sales originate
in-store with e-Commerce
accounting for just 10%, and more
than 80% of the company’s sales
are handled as ‘ERP Sales Orders’. A
Sales Order is an on-going record
that logs the customer order in the
POS and manages it right through
to fulfillment and payment, which
often only happens when the
furniture has been successfully
delivered to the customer’s home.
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Like many of its peers Bohus ran its
sales through a legacy, on premise
and hardware heavy POS.The
company knew the system was
quickly becoming outdated.The
catalyst for change came with the
introduction of a new regulation in
January 2019 requiring every
retailer in Norway to keep detailed
logs from its POS to help combat
fraud by for example, making a note
of when the cash drawer was open.
It was apparent that retrofitting this
capability to the legacy POS wasn’t
feasible offering Bohus the
opportunity to re-imagine the role
of a modern POS system.

But the new regulation was
symptomatic of wider challenges,
the retailer wanted to integrate its
new loyalty system at point of sale
and knew it needed to enhance its
in-store sales experience by
allowing staff to be mobile, as well
as improving how payment could
be accepted during the delivery
process.This was a daunting task
with long and costly development
cycles that made the business case
difficult. Bohus turned to EINR and
its new POSBE system run from any
cloud, in Bohus’ case on Amazon, to
deliver a light, flexible and easily
configurable approach to POS.odern

From barrier to enabler: Delivering
flexibility with cloud point of sale

Point of Sale by EINR
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Designed and built with modern
cloud technology POSBE could be
integrated quickly and easily with
the rich functionality and master
data Bohus already had in their
ERP system, not to mention virtually
any other system they felt could
enhance business processes.

Bohus were running 30 virtual
servers across seven physical
machines just to ‘keep the lights on’
which all required back-ups,
patching and servicing, often at
multiple locations for 60 stores. In
addition, for any type of change
management costs quickly

escalated with four man-days
needed just to provision the legacy
POS for a new store location. With
new approach the retailer runs a
thin POS in the cloud, should they
wish as well as vastly reduced costs
and timescales for adding new
functionality.The retailer is seeing
savings of 75’ Norwegian Kroner
each month, across all 60 of its
stores. Rather than trying to turn
their POS into a ‘mini-ERP’ Bohus
uses the APIdriven approach to
maximize the value of the business
logic and data contained within
ERP and other systems.



Building the business case

75% reduction in POS
operational costs

Despite the wide range of business
benefits, Bohus was able to build a
business case on very tangible cost
reduction 75% reduction in POS
operational costs.

Loyalty delivered in weeks
Bohus had invested in a loyalty
programme some time ago but
hadn’t been able to integrate it at
POS due to the cost and complexity.
Following adoption of POSBE the
company will soon be able to
identify a loyalty member at POS
and automatically offer them
personalized coupons for discounts

and offers based on who they are. At
the time of writing this enhancement
is on-going with a delivery timeline
of weeks, not months.

New store? No problem
Rolling out a new store location
with POS previously took weeks as
servers needed to be provisioned
and configured by a third-party,
now this happens in a matter of
hours as Bohus can set everything
up themselves via a web interface.
10 stores were transitioned to the
new system in a single week and 60
stores are now live with POSBE.
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Data:When and where you need it

Ensuring accurate, complete and
available data where and when you
need it is the life blood for a modern
retailer, and ultimately how you set-
up your POS will have a material
impact on how you manage your
data. With a traditional POS
transactional sales data might be
pushed up to HQ from the store in
‘batches’, typically on a semi-
regular basis of say every hour, or
perhaps even via an overnight load.

This is how it’s been done since the
1990’s and is fine for general
business intelligence to inform
boardroom decision making but is
very far from adequate for today’s
digitally-driven retailer. But the POS
doesn’t just send data back to the
business, increasingly it needs to
receive and make use of that data
e.g. loyalty or CRM insights.

This begs an important question:
where should your master data,
your single view, or one trusted
representation of data, reside? And
how do we update and get that
master data to where it’s needed
quickly?

In our view, this is the single biggest
advantage of a cloud architected
POS. As Sindre Stabell, Senior
Partner at EINR puts it “POS has
traditionally relied on its own siloed
data that’s disconnected from the
web and other channels. If you take
that on-premise path, with different
data views, you will always be
playing catch-up.There’s very little
opportunity to deliver truly cross-
channel consistency and
innovation.” Clearly we believe there
needs to be a master data view,
whether it resides in the existingERP
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ERP system, or a specific Master
Data Management hub, depends
on each retailer. But replicating
data locally for the POS, or trying to
make the POS a master data store
invites unnecessary complexity.
What matters more is the ability to

get this data to where it’s valuable
in a ‘publish and subscribe’
approach. With the cloud this is
incredibly simple to achieve using
APIs and it means your business can
take real-time, even automated,
decisions.

Bohus CIO Krister Mossige,
sums up the situation well:
“If you are looking for new digital
capabilities they aren’t likely to come from
an all-encompassing POS system.
We realized we already had the data and
logic across our existing applications
– we just needed a better way to connect
it to our stores in order to innovate.
POSBE give us that capability.”
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